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Getting Help From Abroad: The Macroeconomics of Foreign Direct Investment in Infrastructure in Low-Income Countries∗ Yin Germaschewski† Abstract Infrastructure financing needs in most low-income countries are substantial, but funding for such needs is only partly covered by national governments and aid donors. This paper introduces foreign direct investment (FDI) through public-private partnerships as a source of infrastructure financing in lowincome countries. A two-sector open economy model is developed to assess the macroeconomic performance of FDI in infrastructure. With efficient foreign investment, an increase in revenue-generating infrastructure investment boosts productivity and spurs private investment while stabilizing domestic prices. A direct comparison between infrastructure financed by domestic versus foreign investment shows that foreign investment creates higher output growth and welfare gains, and is preferable to domestically-sourced investment, irrespective of the underlying financing instrument the domestic economy is employing. FDI in non-revenue-generating infrastructure is also analyzed and discussed. Keywords: foreign direct investment; fiscal policy; economic growth; public infrastructure. JEL classification: F21; F43; E63; O11.



1.



Introduction



Recent World Bank studies have placed estimates of Africa’s infrastructure spending needs at $93 billion a year, or about 15% of the continent’s GDP. National government, aid donor, and official and unofficial development assistance amounts to less than half of that figure (about $45 billion per year). Africa is not the only place facing this problem: in low-income countries worldwide, infrastructure funding gaps relative to GDP generally vary from 8% to 35%. A large set of studies using different methodologies has conclusively proven the significance of infrastructure capital on positive economic growth (Aschauer (1989); Devarajan et al. (1996); Aschauer (2000); Esfahani and Ramirez (2003); ∗ I wish to thank Edward Buffie, Robert Becker, Volodymyr Lugovskyy, Huixin Bi for many helpful discussions. I received comments from the participants of seminar and workshops at Indiana University and Howard University that improved the paper. † Corresponding author: Department of Economics, Howard University, Washington, DC 20059, United States. Tel: +1 202 806 7740. E-mail: [email protected].



Foster and Brice˜no-Garmendia (2010); Calder´on et al. (2011); Agenor (2012)), and the growth effects of further developments in infrastructure could be even greater.1 Given the tremendously high return on infrastructure investment, governments in low-income countries (LICs) are eager to supply more infrastructure capital. In the past, such governments have heavily relied on taxation (either lump-sum or distortionary). As the share of government tax revenues in the GDP amounts to no more than 20%, however, taxation alone can hardly close the funding gap. Debt financing has also been used as an alternative solution, but rising interest payments on government debt lead to progressively larger fiscal deficits, often triggering sharp increases in inflation. Fearing price instability, governments have turned to foreign aid programs. Unfortunately, in light of the recent financial crisis in the United States and European debt problems, fiscal pressure is growing in many donor countries to reduce foreign aid. Consequently, the funding gap is likely to increase in the near future. The inability of many governments to resolve infrastructure shortages has inhibited economic development in many LICs by increasing production and transportation costs for small businesses and reducing marginal productivity and efficiency in the private sector. Additionally, this deficiency forces governments to divert energy and resources toward infrastructure instead of undertaking necessary political and administrative reforms. To address these financing difficulties, this paper proposes a realizable and beneficial solution to the funding problem: FDI through public-private partnerships (PPPs). I develop a dynamic general equilibrium open-economy model to fully assess the effects of FDI in infrastructure on economic growth and welfare. The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, despite widespread consensus among governments across the developing world that FDI is an effective way to promote growth and spur private investment, the findings of the existing literature on the desirability of FDI so far have been mixed, varying from strongly positive to slightly detrimental. The analysis in this paper provides a strong economic support for FDI in infrastructure that has been absent from FDI studies. Second, despite its size, the large body of growth and development literature on infrastructure provision has not yet examined the macroeconomic outcome of using foreign private capital as source of financing. This paper fills in that important gap, and compares the effectiveness of foreign provision through direct investment versus domestic provision through lump-sum taxes, internal debt, external borrowing, and joint PPPs with domestic private firms. This comparison is of particular interest because it takes into consideration two additional financing instruments which are absent in the existing literature: external borrowing and joint PPPs with domestic private firms. 1



Infrastructure is an important input to economic and human development in low-income countries: contributing over half of Africa’s economic growth from 1990 to 2005, preventing the spread of serious diseases, providing safe and convenient water supply to improve the health outcome, expanding electricity access to remote areas and power education, etc. See Fay et al. (2005) for empirical evidence.
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(b) Number of infrastructure projects with foreign private participations. W&S: water and sewerage sectors.



(a) FDI in infrastructure through PPPs and investment projects that were canceled and failed, in US dollars.



Figure 1: Foreign private participation in public infrastructure projects in low-income countries from 1990 to 2011. Source: private participation in infrastructure database, the World Bank. This paper is closely related to comparative studies on economic growth and FDI, but my analysis differs from these strands of the literature in two ways. First, foreign private participation in infrastructure projects has been gaining popularity in LICs since 1990. An increasing amount of foreign capital has been flowing into transportation and energy sectors, and project cancellation and failure rates have been falling over time (see Figure 1).2 But studies on FDI mainly focus on investment in the resource-intensive export, manufacturing, or service sectors (Barrios et al. (2005); Blalock and Gertler (2008); Liu (2008); Fernandes and Paunov (2012)), while very little attention has been paid to FDI in infrastructure. The analysis in this paper bridges the gap between FDI studies and growth literature on infrastructure provision. Second, there is extensive and compelling growth literature on infrastructure provision and financing. The financing instruments used in these studies are either foreign aid (Chatterjee and Turnovsky (2005); Harms and Lutz (2006); Chatterjee and Turnovsky (2007); Ag´enor et al. (2008)), or taxes and government-subsidized private provision (Glomm and Ravikumar (1994); Ott and Turnovsky (2006); Chatterjee (2007); Chatterjee and Morshed (2011)). For example, Chatterjee and Turnovsky (2007) endogenize the labor-leisure choice in a small open economy model, and show that an aid program that is tied to infrastructure investment both increases the growth rate and is preferable to untied aid from a long-run welfare perspective. Ag´enor et al. (2008) develop a structural macroeconomic model assessing the empirical link between aid and composition of public investment, taking into account the Dutch disease effect. The application of their model to Ethiopia suggests that aid-financed increase in core infrastructure investment crowds in private investment and leads to higher output growth. Chatterjee and Morshed (2011) compare the macroeconomic performance of private domestic provision versus government provision of infrastructure, and find that a targeted subsidy to private providers achieves 2



The World Bank private participation in infrastructure (PPI) database categorizes partnership contracts into different groups, defines their main characteristics, and provides statistical summaries of investment by type, country and sector.
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higher welfare gains than government investment. This paper deviates from this strand of studies by introducing a new financing instrument: a joint PPP with foreign private firms. I compare the growth and welfare outcomes of FDI with domestic provision of infrastructure, which complements the existing growth and development literature. The analysis in this paper covers a wide variety of partnership contract types in which capital investment is made directly by foreign private firms to build, maintain, and operate infrastructure assets.3 In cases where the infrastructure directly generates rental revenues, private users pay for the services produced by this infrastructure, and the rents collected from users are shared by the domestic government and the foreign firms. In keeping with the empirical evidence, I assume that 75% of rent revenue is given to the foreign firms as their investment return, and that the rest becomes domestic government revenue; foreign firms’ investment returns are therefore borne exclusively by the private users. The results in this paper show that an increase in infrastructure investment raises the productivity of private inputs, promotes private investment, and fosters economic growth over long time horizons, which matches the empirical evidence in LICs well. In response to the anticipated rise in income, the private agent desires to increase consumption and investment spending, which raises government tax revenues. With the large upfront costs of infrastructure investment paid by the foreign firm, the accumulation of infrastructure not only eases the government’s financing burden, but also brings in direct rent revenues for the government. The resultant decrease in real interest rates reduce the internal debt service burden. All of these factors favorably affect the reduction of the fiscal deficit. The rate of inflation thereby falls immediately, and continues to be lower despite a large increase in aggregate demand. The expectation of lower future inflation further strengthens the positive wealth effects of infrastructure investment, and strongly motivates the private agents to immediately accumulate domestic currency by reducing foreign currency. Continuous capital inflows lead to a strong spot appreciation of the nominal exchange rate. Price levels then jump down on impact, and FDI crowds in domestic private investment, as is the case observed in the data. The two-sector open economy framework is critical in capturing this supply-side effect. I also find that investment in infrastructure that does not directly bring in revenues, whether due to the nature of infrastructure projects or institutional weakness, poses a potential threat to macroeconomic stability. Tax revenues fall short of the payments to the foreign firms, pushing the government budget deeply into the red. A growing fiscal stress produces an immediately and persistently high rate of inflation, and depresses private investment. However, in practice this scenario is rarely an issue, 3



Though governments within Europe, the US, and Latin America have relied upon partnerships as a means of building new infrastructure at low cost, PPPs have been under-explored in past studies. Existing work on PPPs has been limited to the general structure of deals or individual case studies (Moszoro and Gasiorowski (2007); Qiu and Wang (2011)), but the economic significance of partnerships has not been directly addressed. This paper contributes to the literature on PPPs by providing a solid framework with which to explore the economic impact of these partnerships.
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since critical infrastructure needs in LICs generally include power plants, ports, transportation, and telecommunications, all of which can directly provide revenue. Even in the event that direct revenue gains are impossible, the domestic government could allow consumption value-added tax to adjust endogenously to finance a certain fraction of the payments to the foreign firms each period. This active fiscal policy boosts government revenues, and effectively prevents fiscal stress from feeding into inflation. A direct and insightful comparison between foreign and domestic provision of infrastructure has further proven the economic significance and effectiveness of FDI. Under domestic provision, the large upfront cost of infrastructure investment puts substantial pressure on the government’s budget, and quick reductions in lump-sum tax or large bond sales are needed to pay for the higher spending. These financing instruments sharply weaken the expansionary effects of infrastructure investment, leading to an immediate run-up in inflation and a strong crowding-out on private investment. Borrowing from abroad temporarily relieves government fiscal stress, but rising interest payments on foreign debt worsen the budget imbalance over time, resulting in a high long-term rate of inflation. In sharp contrast to foreign firms, domestic private firms lack the technical and financial resources required to build infrastructure. A partnership with domestic private firms not only endangers short-run price stability, but also weakens the stimulative effects of infrastructure capital. The overall increases in output growth and welfare under domestic provision are much smaller than those under FDI, regardless of the underlying financing instruments employed by the domestic economy. FDI strongly dominates domestic investment in infrastructure from the growth and welfare standpoints. The rest of the paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 lays out the two-sector open economy model. The calibration strategy and parameter choices are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes the effects of an increase in FDI through PPPs. Section 5 compares the effects of FDI with domestic provision of infrastructure. Section 6 provides the welfare analysis, and Section 7 concludes the paper.



2.



The Model



As my aim in this paper is to explore how FDI through public-private partnerships can be an efficient way to increase infrastructure in low-income countries, I chose to use a small open-economy model with currency substitution by the domestic private sector, which contains all the features needed to model partnerships and lays the groundwork for the analysis of multiple scenarios.



2.1.



Domestic Supply Side



On the supply side, this model economy produces nontraded goods and composite traded goods. There are no trade taxes, and all world market prices equal unity, so domestic prices of traded goods are set by 5



the exchange rate e. Technology is identical in both the tradable and nontradable sectors. Production functions take the CES functional form. Qn =
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where b1 and b2 are share parameters, σi is the elasticity of substitution (i = T, n), αz is the share of domestic government provided infrastructure, η is the elasticity of output with respect to infrastructure stock, and Qi is the output in sector i. Both nontraded goods and traded goods are produced by capital K and labor L. Public infrastructure Z incorporates two components: newly built infrastructure through foreign investment Zf , and existing infrastructure managed by domestic government Zg . The aggregator of infrastructure stock, Z(Zf , Zg ) = Zgαz Zf1−αz , increases productivity in the same manner as the Hick-Neutral technological progress. Capital is mobile ex ante, but sector-specific ex post, and labor is intersectorally mobile. Firms in both sectors are perfectly competitive. With perfect competition and constant return to scale in capital and labor, the sectoral demands for capital and labor are Crn (w, rn )Qn aZ(Zf , Zg )η C n (w, rn )Qn Ln = w aZ(Zf , Zg )η



CrT (w, rT )QT aZ(Zf , Zg )η C T (w, rT )QT LT = w aZ(Zf , Zg )η



Kn =



KT =



(2.3)



where C i is the cost function of producing aZ(Zf , Zg )η units of output; w is the wage rate determined by basic market forces; ri is the capital rental in sector i; and all are measured in units of tradables. Competitive firms earn zero profit in equilibrium, which links goods prices to factor prices. Letting Pn denote the relative price of nontraded goods to traded goods (so that Pn is the inverse of the real exchange rate), the two zero-profit conditions are Pn =



C n (w, rn ) aZ(Zf , Zg )η



1=



C T (w, rT ) aZ(Zf , Zg )η



(2.4)



The firm maximizes profits given its production technology in both sectors ((2.1) and (2.2)), which yields the usual optimality conditions4



4



rn = Pn QnK (Ln , Kn )



rT = QTK (LT , KT )



w = Pn QnL (Ln , Kn )



w = QTL (LT , KT )



Qij = ∂Q/∂j, j = L, K in sector i.
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(2.5)



2.2.



Foreign Firm



Shortages in public infrastructure are common in most LICs, but the domestic governments have limited abilities to supply more. FDI through PPPs offers an alternative way to increase infrastructure. The provision of infrastructure through partnerships allows the government to focus on formulating public policies rather than building the needed infrastructure in face of scarce financial resources, while foreign firms could make profit by delivering infrastructure services. The concept of FDI through PPPs in this study refers to contractual arrangements covering a long time period (more than ten years) by which the domestic government attracts foreign private firms to build, maintain, and operate infrastructure projects. The foreign firms are responsible for the funding of their investment, and their capital return comes from rents imposed on private users. A typical example of rent is a utility bill, toll, or metered user fee. The distribution of rental revenues depends on each partner’s bargaining power.5 Specifically, the representative foreign firm maximizes its profits following the form Z ∞  vzf (Izf /Zf − δzf )2 Zf  −rt e dt ν1 Zf − Pzf Izf + 2 0



(2.6)



subject to Z˙ f = Izf − δzf Zf



(2.7)



Z¯f − Zf ≥ 0



(2.8)



where Izf is foreign infrastructure investment; r is the world interest rate; δzf is the infrastructure depreciation rate; and vzf (Izf /Zf − δzf )2 Zf /2 is the infrastructure adjustment cost function. ν1 is the per unit payment received from the domestic government and is exogenous. The foreign firm combines one unit of an imported input with bzf units of nontraded inputs to produce infrastructure, thus, the supply price of foreign produced infrastructure Pzf is given by6 Pzf = 1 + bzf Pn



(2.9)



Originally, the domestic government is the sole investor in public infrastructure. In order to seek more investment, the domestic government comes to rely on FDI through PPPs. Partnership deals usually involve tough negotiations before the contract is finalized. Foreign investors want to obtain a rate of return that is at least higher than the interest earnings on international bonds, while the domestic government wouldn’t want to offer a payment that is higher than the economic return on infrastructure. 5



Depending on the specific type of partnership deals, rents can be collected either by the domestic government or by the foreign firms. In a case where the domestic government receives all rents, they will turn a certain fraction over to the foreign firms. On the other hand, if rents are amassed by the foreign firms, they will have to pay taxes on their earnings. In either scenario, the domestic government and the foreign firms share the rental revenues, and the economic outcomes are independent of rent collecting methods. 6 Nontraded inputs are domestic resources used in the production of infrastructure.
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Therefore, the foreign firm’s per unit return on infrastructure investment ν1 /Pzf has to fall somewhere between r + δzf and rzf , which can be written as ν1 = r + δzf + g(rzf − δzf − r), 0 < g ≤ 1 Pzf



(2.10)



where rzf is the rate of return on foreign infrastructure investment, and g is a parameter representing the bargaining power of each party. It is essential for the foreign investors to have a clear knowledge of their investment returns before the actual investment takes place, thus, g is exogenous in the model. A strong foreign firm will try to push g as close to one as possible during negotiations in order to get a large fraction of revenues generated by infrastructure.7 The foreign firm maximizes its profits subject to two budget constraints, (2.7) and (2.8). (2.7) describes the rate of infrastructure accumulation, and (2.8) states that foreign infrastructure accumulation cannot exceed the upper limit set by the government. Without this upper boundary, the foreign firm would invest endlessly because it would expect positive profits over time. Necessary conditions for optimality include satisfaction of (2.7), (2.8), and λ1 = Pzf (1 + vzf (Izf /Zf − δzf ))



(2.11)



Izf Pzf vzf (Izf /Zf − δzf )2 − Pzf vzf (Izf /Zf − δzf ) + λ2 λ˙ 1 = λ1 (r + δzf ) − ν1 + 2 Zf λ2 ≥ 0, λ2 (Z¯f − Zf ) = 0 In stationary equilibrium, Zf = Z¯f , and λ2 = ν1 − Pzf (r + δzf ) > 0. Thus,



ν1 Pzf



(2.12) (2.13)



− δzf > r, which



is consistent with (2.10). This expression is intuitive: it says that the net return on foreign infrastructure investment has to be at least greater than the interest earnings on international bonds. Otherwise, no one will invest in domestic infrastructure if there is another riskless asset yielding a higher return.



2.3.



Households



There is a representative infinitely-lived agent who derives utility from consumption of traded and nontraded goods, from the liquidity services generated by holdings of domestic and foreign currency, and from leisure. The agent possesses perfect foresight. Preferences take the form Z ∞ 1+1/φ  ψ( M , eF )1−1/τ U (Cn , CT )1−1/τ Ls P P + h1 − h2 e−ρt dt 1 − 1/τ 1 − 1/τ 1 + 1/φ 0



(2.14)



where (ξ−1)/ξ



U (Cn , CT ) = κ1 CT 7



+ κ2 Cn(ξ−1)/ξ



ξ/(ξ−1)



The determination of g is essentially outside the scope of the model. It is determined during the negotiation process, and will be specified clearly in the PPPs contract. In the case of the Nash bargaining solution, for example, the value of g would depend on the threat points of the government and the foreign firm. The foreign firm also benefits in the bargaining game prior to the investment from having private, inside information about the true cost of building the infrastructure asset.
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 (σ−1)/σ (σ−1)/σ σ/(σ−1) ψ M/P, eF/P = κ3 M/P + κ4 eF/P are linearly homogeneous CES aggregator functions; h1 and h2 are constant; κ1 -κ4 are share parameters; ρ is pure time preference rate. ξ, σ, and τ are, respectively, the elasticity of substitution between traded and nontraded consumption goods, the elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign currency, and the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. φ is Frisch elasticity of labor supply to the real wage, holding the marginal utility of consumption constant. The private agent solves the optimization problem in two stages. In the first stage, Cn and CT are chosen to maximize U (Cn , CT ), subject to the budget constraint Pn Cn + CT = E. E is the total expenditure measured in units of the traded good. The optimal choices of Cn∗ and CT∗ give an indirect  1/(1−ξ) . The exact utility function V (Pn , E) = ( c(PEn ) )1−1/τ /(1 − 1/τ ), with c(Pn ) = κξ1 + κξ2 Pn1−ξ consumer price index can be written as P = ec(Pn ), and the rate of inflation is π =χ+γ



P˙n Pn



(2.15)



where χ is the rate of currency depreciation, defined as ee˙ , and γ = κξ2 Pn1−ξ κξ1 + κξ2 Pn1−ξ



−1



is the



consumption share of nontraded goods. In the second stage, the private agent chooses consumption, investment, domestic and foreign currency holdings, and leisure to maximize Z ∞  E 1−1/τ ψ c(Pn ) + h1 1 − 1/τ 0



1−1/τ m , F c(Pn ) c(Pn ) 1 − 1/τ



1+1/φ  Ls − h2 e−ρt dt 1 + 1/φ



(2.16)



subject to A=m+F +



P b e



(2.17)



 ˙ A = rn Kn + rT KT + wLs + (A − F − m)(π − χ + rd ) + T − (1 + v1 )E − (1 + v2 )Pk In + | {z } (P/e)b



v( KInn − δ)2 Kn 2



+ IT +



v( KITT − δ)2 KT 2



 − ν2 (Zg + Zf ) − χm



(2.18)



K˙ n = In − δKn



(2.19)



K˙T = IT − δKT



(2.20)



where A and m are the real wealth and money balances measured in dollars; b =



B P



is a domestic



government bond; T is a lump-sum transfer from the government; rd is the real interest rate on domestic government bonds; Ii is private investment in sector i; δ is the capital depreciation rate; (v( KIii − δ)2 Ki )/2 is the investment adjustment cost function in sector i; ν2 is the infrastructure rent that is charged for the services produced by Zg and Zf ; and v1 and v2 are the value-added taxes (VATs) on 9



consumption and investment, respectively. The endogenous labor supply Ls introduces wealth effects to the model. Similar to infrastructure, physical capital is produced by combining one unit of an imported input with bn units of nontraded inputs, therefore P k = 1 + bn P n



(2.21)



The wealth constraint, (2.17), and the budget constraint, (2.18), state that savings increase over time whenever income exceeds spending; (2.19) and (2.20) describe the rate of capital accumulation in the nontradable and tradable sectors. The necessary conditions for an optimum consist of −1/τ  1 E = (1 + v1 )λ3 c(Pn ) c(Pn ) h2 L1/φ = λ3 w s  −1/τ   m F F m h1 ψ , ψm , = λ3 (π + rd ) c(Pn ) c(Pn ) c(Pn ) c(Pn )  −1/τ   F F m m , , h1 ψ ψF = λ3 (π + rd − χ) c(Pn ) c(Pn ) c(Pn ) c(Pn ) λ4 = λ3 (1 + v2 )Pk (1 + v (In /Kn − δ)) λ5 = λ3 (1 + v2 )Pk (1 + v (IT /KT − δ)) 2       I I v I n n n −δ −v −δ λ˙ 4 = λ4 (ρ + δ) − λ3 rn − (1 + v2 )Pk 2 Kn Kn Kn 2       ˙λ5 = λ5 (ρ + δ) − λ3 rT − (1 + v2 )Pk v IT − δ − v IT − δ IT 2 KT KT KT λ˙ 3 = λ3 (ρ + χ − π − rd )



(2.22) (2.23) (2.24) (2.25) (2.26) (2.27) (2.28) (2.29) (2.30)



λ3 , λ4 and λ5 are multipliers attached to the constraints seen in (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20). (2.22)(2.23) state that the marginal utility of consumption equals the shadow price of wealth multiplied by the price of consumption, and that the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and consumption equals the real wage. (2.24) and (2.25) show that the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and m or F equals the income foregone from holding that type of money. (2.26)– (2.29) define Tobin’s q model of investment in the nontradable and tradable sectors. (2.30) is simply a Euler equation.



2.4.



Domestic Government



The domestic public sector comprises the fiscal authority and the monetary authority. The balance ˙ + eR, ˙ so the changes of money supply depend on domestic sheet of the Central Bank is M˙ = DC credits DC and the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves R. In a pure float, the Central Bank 10



does not intervene in the foreign exchange market, so R˙ = 0. For now, I assume no bond sales nor open market operations. The government’s flow budget constraint is given by   v( KITT − δ)2 KT v( KInn − δ)2 Kn P m ˙ = Pzg Izg + rd b + ν1 Zf + T − v1 E − v2 Pk In + + IT + e 2 2 −ν2 (Zg + Zf ) − χm (2.31) where Izg = δzg Zg is the government investment in infrastructure and is constant throughout; Pzg is the supply price of government produced infrastructure, and Pzg = 1 + bzg Pn . Since new infrastructure projects are financed entirely by the foreign firm, the domestic government only covers the depreciation costs of existing projects. The benefit of FDI through PPPs is an increase in the provision of public infrastructure without laying stress on the domestic government’s budget, but at the cost of forgoing a certain percentage of rental revenues. Combining private and public sector budget constraints yields the current account equation:   v( KITT − δ)2 KT v( KInn − δ)2 Kn + IT + F˙ = rn Kn + rT KT + wLs − E − Pk In + − ν1 Zf − Pzg Izg 2 2 (2.32)



2.5.



Market-Clearing Conditions



Temporary equilibrium in the economy is defined by the equality of demand and supply in the labor market and the nontraded goods market. Both markets clear when Ls = Ln + LT  Qn = bn In +



v( KInn − δ)2 Kn 2



+ IT +



v( KITT − δ)2 KT 2



+Dn (Pn , E)







(2.33) I  vzf ( Zzff − δzf )2 Zf  + bzf Izf + + bzg Izg 2 (2.34)



Dn (Pn , E) is the Marshallian demand function for consumer goods. (2.34) states that total output in the nontradable sector is equal to the demand for nontraded consumption goods plus the demand for nontraded inputs used in producing new capital goods and infrastructure. Appendix A discusses the characteristics of the dynamic system, and the technique of finding the solutions. The complexity of the model makes it difficult to obtain a closed-form solution analytically, so I relied on numerical simulations.



3.



Calibration



The model is calibrated at an annual frequency to characterize this long-time contractual partnership. The parameters over preferences follow the literature. For instance, Buffie (2003) estimated consump11



Table 1: Parameter calibrations in the baseline model Consumption share of nontraded good Elasticity of substitution between goods Currency substitution Frisch elasticity of labor supply Time preference rate Intertemporal elasticity of substitution Money balance to consumption ratio Share of government infrastructure Output elasticity of infrastructure Cost share of capital in NT sector Cost share of capital in T sector Capital-labor substitution elasticity Private capital depreciation rate Foreign infrastructure depreciation Government infrastructure depreciation NT inputs share in domestic infrastructure



γ ξ σ φ ρ τ µ αz η θkn θkT σi δ δzf δzg ζzg



0.4 0.5 0.75 0.2 0.1 0.25 0.1 0.8 0.12 0.35 0.45 0.5 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.8



NT inputs share in foreign infrastructure NT inputs share in private capital Q-elasticity of investment spending Q-elasticity of infrastructure investment Ratio of foreign currency to GDP Ratio of internal debt to GDP Government infrastructure to GDP ratio Rate of return on foreign infrastructure Rate of return on domestic infrastructure Consumption value-added tax rate Investment value-added tax rate World interest rate Initial inflation rate Foreign firm’s bargaining power Per unit rent on infrastructure



ζzf β Ω Ωz F/Y b/Y Pzg Izg /Y rzf rzg v1 v2 r πo g ν2



0.75 0.35 3 2 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.3 0.25 0.15 0.15 3% 12% 0.3 1.2



tion share of nontraded goods to be 0.5 for Kenya and 0.33 for Nigeria. An intermediate value is chosen for γ. Elasticity of substitution between traded and nontraded consumer goods, ξ, is set to 0.5, which implies the compensated own-price elasticity of demand for nontraded goods is 0.3 initially, as this value tends to be small at high levels of aggregation.8 Elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign currency, σ, was calibrated at 0.75 initially. Some alternative values are considered to prove the robustness of the results. Microeconomic evidence suggests that the Frisch elasticity of labor supply is small, so 0.2 is assigned to φ, which is consistent with Sims (1996).9 A slightly larger value is chosen for the time preference rate, ρ, because it determines the real long-run return on private capital.10 There is an abundance of empirical literature estimating the intertemporal elasticity of substitution (τ ). Most estimates place τ somewhere between 0.2 and 0.5 for emerging markets. For the poorest countries, this value is low, so 0.25 is chosen for the baseline model.11 In specifying technology, share of domestic government provided infrastructure (αz ) is set to 0.8 as most infrastructure assets were accumulated through public investment in the past. The initial gross rate of return on government infrastructure asset (rzg ) and infrastructure investment to GDP ratio (Pzg Izg /Y ) jointly determine the output elasticity of infrastructure (η). The larger the rzg , the greater the η, which implies that the diminishing return on infrastructure falls slowly when infrastructure stock accumulates. The nontradable sector is in general more labor intensive than the tradable sector, so θkT is 8



See Blundell et al. (1993) Table 3B, P.581. Some of the empirical estimates suggest that φ is around unity or higher, but Sims (1996) pointed out that φ is small, well below unity. An extensive sensitivity analysis has been conducted on φ. 10 In a stationary equilibrium, return on private capital is rn = rT = Pk (1 + v2 )(ρ + δ). The time preference rate plays two roles in the model: it discounts future utility and determines the steady state return on capital. This creates something of a dilemma. A value of 0.5 is appropriate when ρ is used to discount future utility, but a value of 0.1-0.15 is more in line with the real return on capital in low-income countries, so 0.1 is chosen as a compromise. 11 Garcia-Cicco et al. (2010) estimated τ to be equal to 0.5 for emerging markets; Guvenen (2006) further showed that τ is low for the poor; Reinhart et al. (1996) computed the mean value of τ to be 0.25 for the poorest countries. For comparison purpose, two additional τ values are considered, one is 0.5, the other is 0.15. 9



12



set to a greater value than θkn . Empirical estimates of the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor (σ i ) lie between 0.5 and 1, depending on whether the studies rely on time series or cross-sectional data sets.12 Without solid evidence for low-income countries, 0.5 is chosen for σ i in the baseline model. The depreciation rates for private capital and foreign infrastructure capital are set at customary 6% and 8%, respectively, and for government infrastructure, the value is calibrated at 12%, because the bulk of depreciation infrastructure investments are put into operations and maintenance in current public expenditure, not into public sector investment spending.13 For the remaining technology parameters, the share of domestically produced capital goods (β) is calibrated at 0.35, as LICs produce a limited range of capital goods. The share of domestically produced infrastructure (ζzg ) is set at 0.8 because infrastructure is mostly produced at home, and for foreign infrastructure (ζzf ), 0.75 is chosen.14 Most empirical estimation for the q-elasticity of investment spending lies between 0.2 and 2.15 The demand price of capital is estimated using stock prices. However, firms’ investment decisions do not react to the changes of stock prices that much, so it is highly possible that this parameter is under-estimated. A large value is assigned to q-elasticity of investment spending (Ω). The fiscal parameters are calibrated to match the data from LICs. The government infrastructure investment to GDP ratio is set at 4%, consistent with the estimates in Foster and Brice˜no-Garmendia (2010). The gross return on foreign infrastructure investment is calibrated to a higher value than domestic government investment, because foreign investment comes with higher quality and efficiency, which is in line with empirical estimations.16 Consumption and investment VAT rates vary a great deal across countries, ranging from a modest 7% in Singapore to 20% in Morocco and Albania, so a common rate of 15% is chosen. The initial rate of inflation is set to 12%, a typical value for LICs.17 Two more parameters that will have influence on the extent to which FDI through PPPs will matter 12



Krueger (1982) estimated the the elasticity of substitution around unity, and Griffin and Gregory (1976) showed that this value is on the order of 0.5. Sensitivity analysis is performed on σ i to test the robustness of the results. 13 See Rioja (2003). 1 14 According to the model, the initial supply price of infrastructure capital is equal to Pzi = 1−ζ , where i = g, f . The zi smaller the ζzi , the lower the Pzi . Empirical estimation has shown that foreign private firms can produce infrastructure at lower cost and higher quality, so ζzf is calibrated at a lower value than ζzg , so that the supply price of foreign infrastructure is lower than the domestic produced one. 15 The estimates of Summers (1981) implied that the q-elasticity varies from 0.6 to 1.8. Hayashi (1982) estimated this value to lie between 0.5 and 1.3. Jovanovic and Rousseau (2007) found that investment by new firms responds to Tobin’s q much more elastically than does investment by incumbent firms. The q-elasticity is around 1.4 for new firms, but only 0.15 for aggregate investment. 16 World Bank (1994) used a cost-benefit analysis estimating the return for World Bank projects. The result showed that the average return on road projects is 29% and 11% for electricity projects. Canning and Bennathan (2000) stated that microeconomic cost-benefit studies may potentially miss the positive externalities to infrastructure, so they used an aggregate production function to calculate the rate of return to infrastructure. See Tables 6 and 7 in their paper for estimates of rates of return in a list of developing countries. Isaksson (2010) used a panel data set estimating the net return on core infrastructure. The average return in developing countries varies from 48% to 57%. 17 See the World Bank Indicators.
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Table 2: The long-run stationary outcomes. Values Baseline τ = 0.5 ζzf = 0.6 σ n = 1.2 σ T = 1.2 σ=2 g = 0.2 g = 0.65 rzf = 0.2



E/Y 0.8 1.01 0.5 0.94 1.03 0.8 0.91 0.39 0.37



m/Y 3.82 5.34 2.15 4.03 4.15 8.17 5 0.32 1.11



F/Y -2.59 -1.3 -1.68 -2.66 -2.7 -8.58 -3.12 -0.22 -0.93



Kn 1.41 1.64 0.69 3.23 1.76 1.41 1.49 1.09 1.33



KT 1.99 2.24 1.4 2.25 3.76 1.99 1.73 3 1.3



I 1.78 2.03 1.15 2.6 3.06 1.78 1.64 2.33 1.31



Ls 0.001 0.24 0.001 -0.14 -0.22 0.001 -0.1 0.4 0.16



Qn 2.32 2.55 1.25 2.55 2.67 2.32 2.4 1.99 1.93



QT 3.08 3.33 2.07 3.34 3.5 3.08 2.82 4.1 2.02



Y 2.77 3.01 1.74 3.02 3.16 2.77 2.65 3.24 1.98



NI 0.94 1.19 0.59 1.2 1.34 0.94 1.03 0.6 0.48



π 0.19 0 3.72 -0.02 -0.09 0.14 -0.12 10.48 7.02



Note: Y is real GDP, and NI is national income. All entries below the second row report the long-run outcomes when one parameter value deviates from the baseline calibration. All numbers are percentage deviations from pre-FDI values, except the rate of inflation, which is actual percent value.



are foreign firm’s bargaining power (g) and per unit rent on infrastructure (ν2 ). The real price charged for the services produced by infrastructure cannot exceed the economic rate of return on infrastructure investment. ν2 is set to 1.2 so that the real rent on infrastructure is 0.24 initially. The World Bank private participation in infrastructure (PPI) database estimated that a large percentage of rental revenues is captured by the foreign firm due to institutional weakness or inefficient concessions by the domestic government. In keeping with the empirical evidence, g is calibrated to imply a 75% share of rent for the foreign firm. An extensive sensitivity analysis is conducted on both parameters.



4.



Dynamic Effects of FDI in Infrastructure



The goal the government wants to achieve through FDI is to increase domestic infrastructure capital without placing a tremendous strain on its budgets. Foreign firms are responsible for the delivery of infrastructure assets and related services. They receive a certain fraction of rental revenue that is higher than their capital costs each period, so that they can make positive profits over time. All the simulations in this paper assume that investment increases infrastructure assets by 20%, so that the country’s infrastructure investment to GDP ratio will rise from 4% (pre-FDI era) to 5% (post-FDI era), which is consistent with the trends seen in the data.



4.1.



The Long-Run Equilibrium



It is useful, before launching into transitional dynamics, to describe the steady-state outcome of the model.18 Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the long-run equilibrium and highlights the role of infrastructure investment and the degree of rent-sharing. The overall effects of FDI in infrastructure on economic growth are significant. The accumulation of infrastructure capital raises the 18



The long-run outcomes involve solving the nonlinear system of equations. See Appendix A for more details.
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productivity of labor and private capital, reducing the unit cost of production in both sectors. The initial stocks of infrastructure capital are relatively low in LICs, which further strengthen the growth effects of infrastructure investment despite the diminishing returns. Infrastructure capital exerts strong crowding-in effect on private investment. According to the baseline calibrations, real GDP increases by 2.77%, and private investment rises by 1.78%. The enhanced productivity and efficiency gains make it possible for private agents to produce more without supplying more labor. Another important channel through which FDI in infrastructure can have beneficent effects on the economy is its effect on inflation. Even though 75% of rental revenue is captured by the foreign firm, rate of inflation falls below 0.2%. The disinflationary outcome stems from the fact that the cost of investment is borne wholly by the foreign firm, and the domestic government collects revenues directly from infrastructure and indirectly from consumption and investment VATs, which favorably affect the reduction of the fiscal deficit. These striking results on the rate of inflation, however, rely crucially on the degree of rent-sharing. When the domestic government is a hard bargainer (g = 0.2), they will retain a large percentage of rental revenues (i.e. 38%). Government revenues will rise over time, and inflation will fall from 12% to -0.12%. However, this outcome is not usual for most LICs where governments are, in general, weak in the bargaining process. In order to attract foreign investors, they may make inefficient concessions by giving all rents to the foreign firms, and only receive indirect revenues from VATs. In such a situation (g = 0.65 so that ν1 = ν2 ), the favorable effect on inflation is reduced. But even so, inflation is still 1.52 percentage points lower compared to the pre-FDI era. Several other factors play important roles in determining long-run stationary outcome. For instance, a less efficient foreign investment (rzf = 0.2) can weaken the expansionary effect of infrastructure capital. In a case when rzf = 0.2, real GDP rises by less than 2%. The larger the value of τ , the more inflation decreases and the demand for domestic currency increases in the long run. Positive wealth effects induce private agents to convert higher wealth into consumption goods and to enjoy more leisure; however, rising real wages encourage work efforts, the latter dominates, and the time spent working rises.



4.2.



Transitional Dynamics



The merits of FDI in infrastructure through partnerships are most clearly seen in Figure 2. The accumulation of infrastructure capital bolsters the domestic economy. Anticipating rises in income and productivity, the private agents increase their consumption and investments. Public capital strongly promotes private capital formation, total private investment rises by 6.02% on impact. The domestic government gets direct revenues generated by infrastructure, rising consumption 15



Figure 2: Transitional dynamics for the baseline model. Solid lines: percentage deviations from initial values; dashed lines: percentage deviations across steady states. Solution paths for inflation rates, real exchange rate, and domestic real interest rate are expressed in actual values. and investment spending raises government tax receipts, and the resultant decrease in domestic real interest rates lowers the interest payments on government bonds. All of these factors work powerfully to reduce the fiscal deficit. Inflation thereby falls immediately and is unambiguously lower everywhere on the transition path, despite a sharp increase in aggregate demand. Seeing lower future inflation, forward-looking agents would like to increase not only consumption and investments, but also their holdings of domestic currency. They do so by running down the only other asset: foreign currency. The desired shift from foreign to domestic currency leads to a strong spot appreciation of the nominal exchange rate that far outweighs the rise in the relative price of nontraded goods, so that both the real exchange rate and overall price level fall.19 The adjustments in the exchange rate and the price level make it possible to temporarily consume in excess of income, current account registers deficits. An across-the-board increase in aggregate demand does not put any upward pressures 19



A fall in the real exchange rate means a real appreciation of domestic currency.
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on inflation as it is neutralized by capital inflows. Demand for domestic money, a fall in the real interest rate, and capital inflows all stem from the perception that the fiscal deficit and inflation will be lower in the future. Ex ante inflation expectation leads to a decrease in inflation ex post. On the supply side, the two-sector model plays a critical role highlighting the key differences between the tradable and nontradable sectors when facing an increase in aggregate demand over short time horizons. Since nontradables have to be produced at home, more resources are needed in the nontradable sector. The relative price of nontradables has to rise to entice a shift of resources, resulting in supply side asymmetry and real exchange rate appreciation. The cost of production then falls in the nontradable sector, giving rise to a relatively high production of nontradables. Real appreciation lowers the supply price of capital in the nontradable sector and raises it in the tradable sector, so that private investment rises substantially in the nontradable sector, but only slightly in the tradable one.20 This imbalance is removed later via a depreciation of the real exchange rate. The relative price change is at the core of supply side adjustment. It creates both the desire and the means to invest more and produce more.



4.3.



The Role of Bargaining Power



Each partner’s bargaining power has important implications because it determines the distribution of rent between the domestic government and the foreign firm. In the baseline scenario, when the domestic government gets a 25% share of rents, an immediate fall in inflation and large increases in domestic private investment and consumption follow. This outcome hinges crucially on the degree of rent share, which has a sizable impact on the domestic economy. Table 3 presents the impact effects on key economic variables with different degrees of rent share. A 10% share of rent for the domestic government significantly weakens the disinflationary and expansionary effects of FDI, the initial increase in private consumption declines to 0.55%; the rise in private investment is reduced from 6.02% to 3.6%; and the immediate fall in inflation is less pronounced. There are cases in which the domestic government makes inefficient concessions and offers all rents to the foreign firm in order to draw in foreign capital.21 By giving over all rents, the positive wealth effect generated by infrastructure investment and the favorable impact on deficit reduction are reduced. The initial increase in real consumption is limited to 0.3% only and the time people spend working rises. The upward pressure on inflation exerted by ex ante excess demand for nontradables is 20



β is small, which implies that the cost share of imported capital goods is large, so the rise in the relative price of nontraded goods (Pn ) significantly lowers the real supply price of capital in the nontradable sector and raises it slightly in the tradable sector. Empirically documented Dutch disease effects do materialize, but are offset by the strong and positive supply-side effects of higher infrastructure capital. This is in line with recent empirical literature on foreign aid. 21 This scenario can be seen as one of the examples of institutional weakness. Even though the domestic government wants to retain a certain fraction of rent revenues generated by infrastructure, they may be incapable and/or inefficient to function the way that achieves the goal, and all rents are captured by the foreign firms.
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Table 3: Impact effects on the key variables with different degrees of rent share for the government. Degree of Rent share



E (0) c(Pn )



M (0) P



I(0) Ls (0)



1 (0) Pn



χ(0) πn (0) π(0)



rd (0) CA



25% (g = 0.3) 10% (g = 0.55) 0% (g = 0.65)



1.12 0.55 0.3



23.55 9.67 4.02



6.02 3.6 2.84



-4.69 -3.46 -2.94



5.02 8.44 10.4



6.31 8 8.79



-0.54 -0.19 0.01



9.59 11.67 13.07



6.85 9.73 11.47



− − +



Note: P1n is the real exchange rate; χ is the rate of inflation in tradable sector; πn is the rate of inflation in nontradable sector; and CA represents current account. A + sign means current account surplus. Numbers reported are percentage deviations except inflation rates and real interest rate, which are actual percent values.



much stronger, inflation rises in the nontradable sector, but the increase is less than 2 percentage points and the period of inflation in nontradable sector and capital outflows is short-lived. VAT revenues quickly reduce the fiscal deficit, and the pull from the long-run fundamentals to accumulate domestic currency is very strong, with CPI inflation falling from the very beginning. Supply side asymmetry still exists, but an appreciation of the real exchange rate is too weak to sufficiently lower the real supply price of capital in the nontradable sector. The real exchange rate appreciates by 2.94 in percentage terms on impact instead of 4.69, and the immediate rise in private investment is small, 2.84% only. Given the small increase in aggregate demand, current account improves, and the overall gain for the domestic economy is less significant. An important message conveyed here is that even if the domestic government fails to capture any rental revenues on infrastructure, the outcome is not as great a macroeconomic problem as generally thought: inflation comes down immediately and productive infrastructure promotes private investment.



4.4.



FDI in Non-Revenue-Generating Infrastructure



The infrastructure projects considered so far are the ones that directly generate revenues, such as power plants, ports, transportation, and telecommunications. These are the greatest infrastructure challenges in most LICs. However, there are certain types of infrastructure which do not directly produce revenue streams, namely paved roads, streets, and bridges. In addition, when institutional weakness and corruption are prevalent in the economy, infrastructure projects may not generate any direct revenues.22 In such a situation, the domestic government not only receives no rent on infrastructure, but also has to allot money to pay the foreign firm. This subsection analyzes the repercussions of an increase in FDI in these types of infrastructure. 4.4.1.



No Direct Revenue from Infrastructure



This model is modified by eliminating the term −ν2 (Zg + Zf ) from household budget constraint (2.18) and government flow budget constraint (2.31). Figure 3 presents the outcome. Without direct revenue 22



Fosu et al. (2006) discuss the effects of weak institutions and governance on economic development in Africa.
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Figure 3: Solution paths when infrastructure does not directly generate revenue (red solid lines), and corresponding percentage deviations across steady states (red dashed horizontal lines). For comparison purpose, responses from the baseline model (blue dot-dashed lines), are also presented. gains from infrastructure, tax receipts from consumption and investment fall short of the payments to the foreign firm. The surge in domestic real interest rates raises the government debt service burden. The fiscal deficit grows over time, which inflicts vast damage on the domestic economy. Overall prices soar, capital flows out of the country, and inflation is significantly higher not only in the short term but also at every point along the transition path. Private investment is subject to the influence of two conflicting forces in the short run: the expansionary pull exerted by the increase in equilibrium capital stock, and the “competing-asset effect” due to the decrease in domestic real money balance, which creates a liquidity shortage. With a small intertemporal elasticity of substitution, the latter dominates.23 Domestic private investment falls by 2.58% on impact. Even though FDI in infrastructure through PPPs remains attractive from the growth perspective, it will be deterred by the long and pronounced run-up of inflation and the crowding-out on private investment. The pressing question becomes whether it is possible to combat inflation and promote private capital accumulation. 4.4.2.



Fiscal Policy Effects: an Endogenous VAT Adjustment



Distorting fiscal instrument can be a useful way to stabilize the economy and fight inflation, such as consumption VAT. The government could allow consumption VAT rate to adjust endogenously to close part of its budget shortfall. Let κ denote the fraction of payments to the foreign firm that is financed by 23



With a small intertemporal elasticity of substitution, the marginal utility of domestic currency rises sharply when domestic money stock falls. Liquidity becomes tight and a large part of saving is diverted into the accumulation of domestic currency, resulting in a liquidity shortage.
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Figure 4: Solution paths when the consumption VAT adjusts endogenously (red solid lines), and corresponding percentage deviations across steady states (red dashed horizontal lines). For comparison purpose, responses from an economy with non-revenue-generating infrastructure and no fiscal adjustment (blue dot-dashed lines), are also presented. consumption VAT revenues, so that v1o Eo + κν1 Zf (4.1) E Figure 4 reports the outcome with κ = 0.65. The dynamic responses to the fiscal adjustment are v1 =



in sharp contrast to those generated by no direct revenue gains from infrastructure. The adjustment of the consumption VAT rate substantially lessens the fiscal stress and strengthens the pull of long-run fundamentals to deliver an instantaneous downward jump in inflation, thereby inducing a corresponding increase in the demand for domestic currency. The immediate crowding-in of private investment is significant, 5.72% on impact. The increases in real consumption and investment spending, the strong demand for domestic currency, and the fall in domestic real interest rate alleviate the government fiscal stress. Fiscal adjustment effectively staves off the vast damage that can result from having no direct revenue-generating infrastructure investment.



5.



Domestic versus Foreign Investment in Infrastructure



Previous analysis has shown that foreign investment in infrastructure raises the productivity and efficiency of domestic private sectors, promotes economic growth, and stabilizes prices. Can investment by domestic governments or private firms achieve similar outcomes? If so, then domestic provision of infrastructure would be preferable to foreign investment, because there would be no loss of domestic output as a result of rent sharing. In this section, I compare the effects of domestic provision of infrastructure with those from FDI. This comparison will provide a crucial justification of why foreign 20



provision is superior to domestic investment, especially in LICs.



5.1.



Domestic Government Provision of Infrastructure versus FDI



There are several instruments the domestic government can use to finance an equivalent increase in infrastructure investment. Three policy experiments commonly used in developing countries are considered: lump-sum tax financing, internal debt financing, and external borrowing. For comparison purposes, I calibrate exogenous variables in this economy to equate their corresponding values in the FDI scenario, so that the long run equilibrium allocations in the two regimes are comparable in magnitude. Given that urgently needed infrastructure in LICs can produce direct revenue streams, our analysis will focus on revenue-generating infrastructure investment. 5.1.1.



Lump-Sum Tax Financing



In this policy regime, the domestic government is the sole investor in and financier of public infrastructure. The government flow budget constraint changes to   vzg ( IZzgg − δzg )2 Zg  v( KInn − δ)2 Kn P + rd b + T − v1 E − v2 Pk In + + IT + m ˙ = Pzg Izg + 2 e 2  v( KITT − δ)2 KT − ν2 Zg − χm (5.1) 2 The government adjusts the lump-sum transfer payment over time to finance their investment in infrastructure. The lump-sum transfer payment then falls monotonically towards its long-run stationary level at T ∗ according to the rule24 T˙ = α1 (T ∗ − T ), α1 > 0



(5.2)



where α1 is the speed of fiscal adjustment, and is set to 1.2, which represents a rapid reduction of transfer payments. Figure 5 Panel A plots the responses. The financing burden of infrastructure investment falls entirely on the domestic government, and a quick cut in lump-sum transfer payments is needed to pay for a higher level of investment spending. Public savings are not sufficient to pay for the large upfront costs of infrastructure installation; government investment is thereby accompanied by large fiscal deficits, leading to an immediate increase in inflation. The rate of inflation jumps up to 50.04%, and stays above its initial level for more than eight years. In response to the negative wealth shock, private agents substitute away from consumption in favor of work effort. Large decreases in the demand for domestic currency raise the marginal utility of money, which draws savings away from investment. Facing a liquidity shortage, private agents curb investment spending to rebuild their real money stock. The government adjusts the lump-sum transfer payments over time to balance its budget. For comparison purposes, T ∗ is set to a value so that the long-run inflation rate is pegged at π ∗ , the same value as the one in the baseline FDI scenario. 24
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An infrastructure investment boom crowds out private investment in the short- and medium-runs, and inefficient performance and relatively lower quality of government-provided services also inhibit the positive effects of infrastructure capital on growth. Output grows at a much smaller rate than under the FDI regime. Even though the long-run responses to lump-sum tax financing are quantitatively similar to the ones from FDI, the transitional dynamics across these two regimes are dramatically different. Fiscal adjustment fails to deliver a disinflationary outcome over transitional periods. Unanchored inflation expectations can have profound inflationary consequences on the economy. Short-run crowding-out of private investment, the deterioration of the fiscal deficit, and the resulting high rate of inflation make this financing option less desirable to implement. 5.1.2.



Internal Debt Financing



Markets for government securities have been growing rapidly in LICs in recent years. Several countries have active and well-developed bond markets. The government could potentially sell more bonds to accommodate infrastructure booms. Suppose the government sells bonds at the rate b˙ = α2 (b∗ − b), α2 > 0



(5.3)



and government flow budget constraint is   vzg ( IZzgg − δzg )2 Zg  v( In − δ)2 Kn P m ˙ = Pzg Izg + + rd b + T − v1 E − v2 Pk In + Kn + IT + 2 e 2  v( KITT − δ)2 KT P (5.4) − ν2 Zg − χm − α2 (b∗ − b) 2 e where b∗ is the long-run steady state value of internal debt, and



b∗ −bo Y



= 4%, so that the internal debt to



GDP ratio rises from 15% to 19%. The speed of bond sales (α2 ) is set to 0.1, which implies a gradual increase in internal debt. Figure 5 Panel B provides the solution paths. Compared to lump-sum tax financing, bond sales help to limit the adverse impact on inflation, and thus, prevent a sharp decline in the demand for domestic currency. The initial rise in the domestic real interest rate is much smaller, which provides temporary relief to the government as the debt service burden is low. The immediate upward jump in the rate of inflation is reduced to 24.44%. But real consumption spending falls more significantly, 1% on impact instead of 0.48%, and private investment drops by a lot more. Since the increased borrowing is used to finance productive infrastructure investment, output growth rises, which ensures that the higher debt to GDP ratio is sustainable. But selling more debt without redeeming it is problematic in the long run, because it will raise the debt service burden in the future. Revenues from infrastructure 22



rental and VATs will fall short of the interest payments on domestic bonds, and the government fiscal imbalance will worsen. The long-term inflation rate will be 11 percentage points higher than the rate initially prevalent in the economy. While internal borrowing has a relatively favorable effect on shortterm inflation, deterioration of the fiscal imbalance will result in a permanently high rate of inflation. 5.1.3.



External Borrowing



Facing binding fiscal constraints, governments in LICs have turned to external borrowing to supply more infrastructure in recent years. In particular, governments might borrow from the international capital market (i.e. the Eurobond market) to pay for the increases in net infrastructure investment each period. Government budget constraint changes to   vzg ( IZzgg − δzg )2 Zg  v( KInn − δ)2 Kn P ∗ ˙ + rd b + T + r d − v1 E − v2 Pk In + m ˙ + d = Pzg Izg + 2 e 2  IT 2 v( KT − δ) KT +IT + − ν2 Zg − χm (5.5) 2 and the demand for external debt (d) is 



d˙ = Pzg Izg +



vzg ( IZzgg − δzg )2 Zg 2



 − δzg Zg



(5.6)



r∗ is the real interest rate on external debt, which incorporates a risk premium that depends on the deviation of external public debt to GDP ratio ( Yd ) from its initial value ( Ydoo ). That is d



do



r∗ = r + va evb ( Y − Yo )



(5.7)



where va is the external debt premium parameter, and va = 0.02. vb is the responsiveness of interest rate to public external debt risk premium, and vb = 15. Figure 5 Panel C illustrates the dynamic responses. Borrowing from abroad temporarily resolves government financing difficulties, thereby reducing the fiscal pressure that can stem from an increased level of infrastructure investment. Continuous capital inflows, rising rent revenues from infrastructure, a falling domestic real interest rate, and steady increases in consumption and investment VAT revenues mitigate the short-run adverse effects of infrastructure investment on the fiscal deficit, leading to an immediate decline in inflation. The rate of inflation falls to 5.75% on impact, and the demand for domestic currency rises. Government investment crowds in private investment. Due to the stimulation of productivity in the private sector, and encouragement of additional work effort, output grows at a similar rate to the one under the FDI regime. The accumulation of infrastructure capital increases the need to borrow, and higher debt raises borrowing costs. The real interest rate on external debt increases monotonically through time, increas23



Panel A: Lump-Sum Tax Financing



Panel B: Internal Debt Financing



Panel C: External Borrowing



Figure 5: Solution paths of domestic government provision of infrastructure (red solid lines), and corresponding percentage deviations across steady states (red dashed horizontal lines). For comparison purpose, responses from FDI model (blue dot-dashed lines), are also presented. 24



Figure 6: Solution paths of private provision of infrastructure (red solid lines), and corresponding percentage deviations across steady states (red dashed horizontal lines). For comparison purpose, responses from FDI model (blue dot-dashed lines), are also presented. ing the debt service burden. The revenue gains from infrastructure investment are not enough to prevent a deterioration of the budget deficit. The long-run inflation rate is 1.97 percentage points higher than the initial rate. Even though external borrowing is more expansionary from the growth perspective, this policy regime fails to stabilize long-term prices. The domestic government cannot outperform foreign private firms in the context of infrastructure investment, irrespective of underlying financing instruments.



5.2.



Domestic Private Provision of Infrastructure versus FDI



We now consider a policy regime where domestic private firms supply infrastructure services through a partnership with the government. In contrast to foreign firms, financially constrained domestic entrepreneurs cannot finance the investment out of their own savings. Investment by the private partner is then tied to loans provided by the government. Appendix B discusses the private entrepreneur’s optimization problem. For comparison purposes, I assume that 75% of rental revenues are given to the private firms to compensate for their investment costs. Figure 6 compares the responses to an increase in domestic private provision of infrastructure with a corresponding increase in FDI. The financial inability and productive inefficiency of domestic private firms lead to dramatically different transitional dynamics from those under the FDI scenario, and the long-run effects on growth, consumption, and investment are different as well. The large upfront costs of infrastructure investment raise the demand for domestic government loans, which transfers the entrepreneurs’ financing difficulty to the government. Public savings fall short of loans to the private firms. The resulting deterioration in the fiscal imbalance causes an immediate and significant rise in 25



inflation. Ex ante expectation of higher inflation provokes capital flight ex post, and the demand for domestic currency drops by 42% on impact. Price spikes reduce the real wealth of private agents; they then try to offset the negative wealth shock by consuming and investing less, and working more. Even though growing rental revenues from infrastructure accumulation and rising interest earnings on loans mitigate the fiscal stress, and eventually translate into lower long-run inflation, real output and private investment grow at much lower rates, and the benefits of higher infrastructure investment are too small to make up the transitional decreases in consumption.



6.



Welfare Analysis



It is crucial, from a policy perspective, to compare the overall welfare gains of foreign versus domestic investment in infrastructure. I measure welfare as follows 1−1/τ Z ∞  E 1−1/τ 1+1/φ  ψ c(Pmn ) , c(PFn ) Ls c(Pn ) + h1 − h2 e−ρs t dt W = 1 − 1/τ 1 − 1/τ 1 + 1/φ 0



(6.1)



ρs is the social discount rate, and is set to 0.6, a smaller value than private discount rate.25 Let λ denote the welfare cost of adopting a new policy regime instead of the reference regime (i.e. FDI), so λ is the fraction of consumption goods that households have to give up under the reference regime in order to be as well off as under the new regime. That is, λ is defined as W (E(A)) = W ((1 − λ)E(R))



(6.2)



where A is the alternative policy regime, and R is the reference regime. E is the consumption stream associated with each regime. In a case where the reference regime yields more welfare than the alternative regime, λ will be positive, because households living under the alternative regime must be compensated by an increase in consumption. The bigger the λ, the larger the welfare cost of adopting the alternative regime. Table 4 compares the welfare cost of different policy regimes. Foreign provision of revenuegenerating infrastructure yields significantly higher welfare than if the domestic government or private firms were to provide the investment. The welfare gains from FDI are robust and insensitive to variations in both τ and φ. Efficient investment by foreign firms promotes domestic private capital formation, brings in additional revenues for the government, and significantly increases the country’s output growth, making the economy much better off from a welfare standpoint. Welfare is 38.12% higher than in the pre-FDI era. An endogenous VAT adjustment can effectively offset the adverse effects of nonrevenue-generating infrastructure investment on growth and welfare. Welfare cost is limited to 0.33% 25



Empirical literature has proven that social time preference that assigns current values to future consumption based on society’s evaluation of the desirability of future consumption is, in general, lower than the private agents, see Lopez (2008).
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Table 4: Domestic versus foreign provision of infrastructure: a welfare comparison



Policy Regime (i) Foreign provision Baseline (FDI) No direct revenue Endogenous VAT adjustment (ii) Domestic provision Lump-sum taxes Internal debt External borrowing Domestic private firms



τ = 0.25 φ = 0.2 φ=1 %W λ% %W λ%



τ = 0.5 φ = 0.2 φ=1 %W λ% %W λ%



38.12 -9.66 27.93



18.96 – -11.36 2.23 12.66 0.62



16.64 – -8.2 2.19 10.39 0.81



8.37 -4.46 -2.35 -5.21



8.4 -2.47 -0.16 -2.81



– 0.98 0.33



10.05 0.47 -8.5 0.99 -7.76 2.15 -21.85 0.9



25.1 -5.56 17.82



– 0.97 0.41



8.63 0.89 -3.74 1.41 -2.61 2.95 -12.03 2.36



0.37 1.49 2.3 0.43



0.62 1.75 2.61 1.06



Note: Welfare changes (%W ) are reported as percentage deviations from initial value Wo . λ% is the welfare cost in actual percent value.



only. FDI in infrastructure improves welfare, and is preferable to domestic provision of infrastructure, irrespective of the underlying financing instruments the domestic economy is employing. Under domestic provision, lump-sum tax financing outperforms other financing arrangements. Welfare increases by 10.05% for the baseline case (τ = 0.25, φ = 0.2), and the welfare cost is only 0.47% of the lifetime consumption stream under the FDI regime. In contrast, the welfare loss from external borrowing is significant. Accumulation of foreign debt increases the debt service burden. A large fraction of domestic output gains are diverted to service the debt. Higher public investment is associated with a smaller increase in consumption and a decrease in the demand for domestic currency. Substitution towards labor further reduces welfare, leading to a large welfare cost: 2.15% in the baseline case. Domestic private provision of infrastructure is marginally superior to internal debt financing. The welfare cost of a joint partnership with a domestic firm is 0.9% instead of 0.99%, according to baseline calibration. Welfare costs are sensitive to the changes of two structural parameters: τ and φ. With a large elasticity of intertemporal substitution (τ = 0.5), the motive for consumption smoothing is weak, and the consumption path is volatile. Welfare costs are, on average, much higher than the corresponding baseline scenario. A highly elastic labor supply (φ = 1) implies that the incentive to substitute away from consumption into more work effort is strong in response to a negative wealth shock, and leisure is relatively more important in utility, thus, more consumption goods are needed to compensate households for the loss of utility.26 26



This result is consistent with Chatterjee and Turnovsky (2007). They point out the importance of endogenizing the labor-leisure choice in utility when measuring the welfare. Their results show that the smaller the labor supply elasticity, the less important is leisure in utility, thus affecting the resulting welfare gains or losses.
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7.



Concluding Remarks



Governments in most LICs have very limited financial resources; therefore, any large-scale infrastructure investments without help from abroad are difficult. This paper develops a dynamic general equilibrium open economy model to assess the effects of FDI in infrastructure through PPPs. The analysis in this study contributes to the existing literature in two important ways. First, it is the first attempt (to the best of my knowledge) to closely link FDI with infrastructure provision, which fills an important gap between growth literature and FDI studies. FDI not only brings in handsome capital flows and efficient performance that are necessary for infrastructure projects, but also improves economic welfare by crowding in private investment, reducing the fiscal deficit, and promoting economic growth. Second, our study complements existing growth literature by introducing foreign private capital as a source of infrastructure financing, and providing a direct and insightful comparison between foreign and domestic provision. Under domestic investment, I conduct four policy experiments: (i) investment that is solely financed by government through lump-sum taxes, (ii) internal debt financing, (iii) external borrowing, and (iv) joint PPPs with domestic private firms. Besides the introduction of FDI, what distinguishes our approach from existing work is the analysis of external debt financing and a partnership with domestic private firms. Results show that, regardless of domestic financing instruments, FDI dominates domestic provision of infrastructure from growth and welfare standpoints. But different financing instruments under domestic provision can lead to distinct transitional and long-run responses to an infrastructure investment boom, and large variations in welfare. The model in this paper does not take into account the political and institutional environments in LICs. Effort would be well-invested in endogenizing political variables and institutional weaknesses in the current framework, as these are especially important for FDI decisions, and increasingly relevant for policy makers in the developing world.
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Appendix A. A.1.



Solution Method for the Baseline Model



Dynamic System and Solution Method



The model was described in section 2 of the text. In this appendix, I discuss the solution procedure for the baseline model. Four state variables, Kn , KT , Zf , and F , and five jump variables, E, m, In , IT , and Izf , form a dynamic system of nine differential equations. (2.24), (2.25), and (2.30) then link χ and rd to the endogenous variables in the dynamic system.  −1/τ m F 1 + v1 h1 ψ , (ψm − ψF ) (A.1) χ= VE c(Pn ) c(Pn )  −1/τ m F P˙n 1 + v1 h1 ψ , ψF − γ (A.2) rd = VE c(Pn ) c(Pn ) Pn ˙ I˙n , I˙T , and I˙zf , it is necessary to take into To solve for the time paths of the jump variables, E, account the induced variations in Ln , LT , rn , rT , w, and Pn . This involves solving the pseudo-static variant of the model in which the endogenous variables are treated as exogenous variables.27 Making use of (2.1) to (2.5), and the two market-clearing conditions: (2.33) and (2.34), one can solve P˙n , Ln , LT , rn , rT , w as functions of endogenous variables E, In , IT , Zf , Kn , and KT . Once the solutions for the pseudo-static variant of the model are obtained, substituting the solution for P˙n into (2.12), (2.30), ˙ I˙n , I˙T , and I˙zf . These four equations (2.28) and (2.29) then gives four differential equations for E, together with the consolidated public sector budget constraint (2.31), capital accumulation in both sectors (2.19) and (2.20), rate of infrastructure accumulation (2.7), and the current account expression (2.32), form a system of nine differential equations. Linearize this system of equations around its stationary equilibrium. Four negative eigenvalues are necessary for the system to converge to a stationary equilibrium.28 Due to the complexity of the model, the dynamic effects of FDI in infrastructure are obtained using numerical simulations.



A.2.



Long-Run Stationary Equilibrium



The long-run outcomes involve solving the following nonlinear system of equations, together with two production functions in both sectors ((2.1) and (2.2)). ψm



F  m F  ρ + rd m , /ψF , = c(Pn ) c(Pn ) c(Pn ) c(Pn ) ρ
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h2 L1/φ s







E c(Pn )



1/τ =



w c(Pn ) 1 + v1



There exists a set of exogenous variables that the private agent views as parametric but which depend indirectly on the endogenous variables through economywide interactions. Because of this, one needs to solve the economy’s dynamics and the private agent’s intertemporal optimization problem jointly in a consistent manner. 28 The condition for an economically meaningful saddlepoint solution is that the number of state variables equals the number of negative eigenvalues, otherwise, the equilibrium is either indeterminate or out of reach.
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Dn (Pn , E) + bn (In + IT ) + bzf Izf + bzg Izg = Qn Pzg Izg + T + rd



P b + ν1 Zf − v1 E − v2 Pk (In + IT ) − ν2 (Zg + Zf ) − χm = 0 e



rT KT + rn Kn + wLs − E − Pk (In + IT ) − Pzg Izg − ν1 Zf = 0



(A.3)



Substituting the baseline parameter values described in Table 1 into the above steady state equations yields the initial steady-state equilibrium values:



E Y



Kn = 0.81, m = 0.08, ZKg = 0.1, K = = 0.55, K Y Y T



n Qn 1.44, LLTn = 0.83, PQ = 0.7, YT = 0.14. This equilibrium is a reasonable description of LICs having a T



relatively small stock of infrastructure capital.



Appendix B.



A Dynamic Model of Domestic Private Provision of Infrastructure



This appendix contains the optimality conditions for private entrepreneurs’ problem discussed in subsection 5.2. Entrepreneurs maximizes their utility Z ∞ V [Pn , Ep ]e−ρp t dt



(B.1)



0



subject to flow of funds constraint, rate of infrastructure accumulation, and the boundary condition  vzp ( IZzpp − δzp )2 Zp  P˙ P − bp = ν3 Zp − Pzp Izp + − rp bp − (1 + v1 )Ep e 2 e



(B.2)



Z˙ p = Izp − δzp Zp



(B.3)



Z¯p − Zp ≥ 0



(B.4)



where Ep is entrepreneur’s real consumption; bp is loans from the government; and rp is the interest rate on government loans. Entrepreneurs discount the future more heavily than households, so that ρp = 0.06. Domestic firms are less efficient than foreign firms at producing infrastructure, thus, the return on their investment (rzp ) and infrastructure depreciation rate (δzp ) are set to 0.27 and 0.1, respectively.29 The first order conditions for the private entrepreneurs are VEp = λ6 (1 + v1 )



(B.5)



λ7 = λ6 Pzp (1 + vzp (Izp /Zp − δzp ))



(B.6)



λ˙ 6 = λ6 (ρp + χ − π − rp )



(B.7)



λ˙ 7 = λ7 (ρp + δzp ) − λ6 (ν3 − Pzp vzp (Izp /Zp − δzp )2 /2 + Pzp vzp (Izp /Zp − δzp )Izp /Zp ) + λ8



(B.8)



where λ6 , λ7 and λ8 are multipliers associated with constraints (B.2), (B.3), and (B.4). Similar to 29



Empirical studies have proven that domestic private sector lacks the technical and financial abilities to build infrastructure capital efficiently. The values are set to the ones that match the empirical evidence.
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foreign private firm, the per unit return on domestic firm’s infrastructure investment



ν3 Pzp



has to fall



somewhere between ρp + δzp and rzp . For comparison purposes, ν3 is calibrated to imply a 75% share of rental revenues for the domestic private firm. Domestic private firm combines one unit of an imported input with bzp units of nontraded inputs to produce infrastructure, and the supply price of private produced infrastructure Pzp is given by Pzp = 1 + bzp Pn



(B.9)



where ζzp = bzp Pn /Pzp is the share of nontraded inputs in the domestic private production of infrastructure, and is set to 0.78, so the supply price of infrastructure is higher for domestic firms than the foreign firms, which is consistent with the empirical evidence. The government flow budget constraint is  v( KInn − δ)2 Kn P˙ P m ˙ − bp = Pzg Izg + T + rd b + ν3 Zp − v1 (E + Ep ) − v2 Pk In + + IT + e e 2  v( KITT − δ)2 KT P (B.10) − ν2 (Zg + Zp ) − χm − rp bp 2 e and the corresponding current account equation is   v( KITT − δ)2 KT v( KInn − δ)2 Kn F˙ = rn Kn + rT KT + wLs − E − Pk In + + IT + − Pzg Izg − Ep 2 2  vzp ( IZzpp − δzp )2 Zp  −Pzp Izp + (B.11) 2 Four state variables, Kn , KT , Zp , and F , and five jump variables, E, m, In , IT , and Izp , form a dynamic system of nine differential equations.
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